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Flesh and Spirit and Breath and Bone
Carol Berg
CHILDREN’S LITERATURE Graceling Kristin Cashore
INKLINGS STUDIES
The History of the Hobbit,
Part One: Mr Baggins and
Part Two: Return to Bag-End John Rateliff
MYTH & FANTASY STUDIES Four British Fantasists: Place and Culture in the
Children’s Fantasies of Penelope Lively,
Alan Garner, Diana Wynne Jones
& Susan Cooper
Charles Butler

Elizabeth MILLER
Bram Stoker’s Dracula: A Documentary
Journey Into Vampire Country and the
Dracula Phenomenon
This lavishly illustrated documentary tribute
to the vampire phenomenon, spawned by
the literary classic, explores such topics as
the folklore origins of the Dracula story, the
work’s influence on pop culture and the arts
and the aspects of Bram Stoker’s life that
shaped his writing. Pb $49.95 432pp Due
Aug

300 years ago, she sold her soul to a demon.
Now she wants it back....
Dakota BANKS
Dark Time
Mortal Path #1. For centuries, the woman
calling herself Maliha Crayne has lived a
second life as an assassin for the malevolent
creature who owns her soul. A haunted killer
with the blood of countless victims on her
hands, she has finally discovered a way to
nullify the demonic pact that chains her - if she
saves a life for every one she has taken, she
will be free. But if she fails, her punishments
will be unspeakable, unendurable and neverending. Pb $17.95 320pp Due Aug

John Michael GREER
The Element Encyclopedia of
Secret Societies: The Ultimate A-Z of
Ancient Mysteries, Lost Civilisations and
Forgotten Wisdom
Discover everything you ever wanted to know
about secret societies like the Freemasons, the
historical mystery of Atlantis, why King Arthur,
Leonardo da Vinci and Hitler are key figures,
plus conspiracy theories, forgotten sciences and
ancient wisdom. This encyclopaedia answers
all your questions on the more controversial
subjects being debated. Pb $27.99 576pp

If it weren’t for bad luck,
Max Frei wouldn’t have any
luck at all....
Max Frei
The Stranger

Labyrinth of Echo #1. Appearing in English for
the first time, this series is a literary sensation
that has sold millions of copies in Russia.
A self-described 20-something `classic loser’,
an insomniac, hardened smoker, a glutton
and a loafer, there is nothing much going for Max Frei... At least not
until he arrives in the magical city of Echo. Summoned to the city
by Sir Juffin Halli - the head of the Department of Absolute Order
- Max’s dreams are becoming a reality. But as with all ‘dreams-cometrue’ scenarios, it’s not quite the reality Max expected; he’s about
to become a secret agent, tasked to solve extravagant, impossible
crimes with nothing but his wits and a handful of unexplained
magical abilities to recommend him. Max is about to be thrown into
the fray - and he can’t even have a cigarette first... Pb $35.00 544pp

NSW Specialist Bookseller of the Year 2008 & 2009

SCIENCE FICTION
& FANTASY
Lou ANDERS
Fast Forward 2

This features all new stories from
Paul Cornell, Nancy Kress, Cory Doctorow,
Jack McDevitt, Paul McAuley, Mike Resnick,
Pat Cadigan, Ian McDonald, Kristine
Kathryn Rusch, Karl Schroeder and Tobias S
Buckell. Pb $34.00 359pp
Hans Christian ANDERSON
The Complete Fairy Tales
For 150 years, the tales of Hans
Christian Andersen have been delighting
both adults and children. This edition
contains all of Anderson’s 168 tales. Hb $35.00
1184pp
James AXLER
Janus Trap
Outlanders #50. As the Broken
Ghost destabilises Earth’s
greatest defence force from within, the
warriors struggle to get back to the only
reality that offers survival. Pb $15.95 320pp
Due Aug
Scott BAKKER
Neuropath
When Tom’s best friend and best
man, Neil comes back into his life, Tom
discovers that Neil wasn’t a teacher after
all, he was working for the US government.
Now Neil, obsessed with the idea that he can
control the human brain, has gone AWOL
- and is kidnapping and mutilating people
connected to Tom. Tp $32.99 320pp
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Greg BEAR
City at the End of Time
Three young people – Ginny, Jack
and Daniel – dream of a decadent, doomed
city of the distant future - the Kalpa. But more
than dreams link these three. They are fateshifters, born with the ability to skip across
the surface of the fifth dimension, inhabiting
alternate versions of themselves. And each
guards an object whose origin and purpose
are unknown - gnarled, stony artefacts
called sum-runners that persist unchanged
through all versions of time. Hunted by
others with similar powers on behalf of a
terrifying, goddess-like entity known as the
Chalk Princess, Ginny, Jack and Daniel are
drawn into an all but hopeless mission to
rescue the future and complete the greatest
achievement in human history. Pb $35.00
496pp Due Aug
C F BENTLEY
Enigma
Sequel to
Harmony. The world of
Harmony, along with its
close-knit colony planets,
has been isolated from
the rest of the universe for
many generations. Now,
Harmony’s High Priestess
Sissy and Confederated
Star System Agent Jake
have travelled to space station Labyrinthe VII,
otherwise known as The First Contact Café,
where they hope to establish diplomatic
relations between the Harmonic Empire and
the wider universe, but when an alien ship
crashes into the Harmony Diplomatic Wing
of Labyrinthe VII, the precarious balance Sissy
and Jake have established begins to dissolve.
Hb $49.95 620pp Due Aug
Ben BOVA
The Return
Voyagers #4. While investigating an
alien starship, Keith Stoner is trapped and
cryogenically frozen. After he is revived, he
discovers that he has alien powers. Using
these powers, he builds a starship and
leaves Earth. After more than a century, he
returns to find that the Earth is suffering
the consequences of greenhouse flooding,
most nations have been taken over by
ultraconservative religion-based governments
and heading for nuclear war. Stoner wants to
save Earth, but first he must save himself from
the zealots who want to destroy him and the
terrifying message he brings from the stars.
Hb $54.00 464pp Due Aug

Action
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GN = Graphic Novel
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V BRICELAND
The Glass Maker’s Daughter
From enchanted
champagne flutes to
rituals that hold the
city together, magic lies
at heart of Cassaforte.
This medieval city of
canals is the home of
Risa Divetri, who has
led the sheltered life of
a nobleman’s daughter.
Soon she will leave home to study the family
craft - creating and enchanting glass objects.
The gods will choose which school is best for
her, but then the impossible happens - Risa
remains unchosen. The rejection sends Risa
into a spiral of shame, anger and confusion. If
she’s not meant to be a glass maker, what will
she do? An answer is found when Cassaforte’s
age-old magic begins to unravel and
corruption threatens their kingdom. As she
battles against dark forces, Risa’s fiery spirit
and untapped powers rise to the surface leading her toward her true fate. Pb $21.95
336pp
Terry BROOKS
A Princess of Landover
Ben Holiday, mortal turned monarch
of Landover, has grappled with scheming
barons, fire-breathing beasts, diabolical
conjurers and extremely wicked witches.
None of whom have prepared him for the
most daunting of challengers – a teenage
daughter. Suspended from her exclusive girls’
prep school, Mistaya Holiday, mortified by
her punishment and horrified by word that a
repulsive local nobleman seeks to marry her,
runs away from home. So begins an eventful
odyssey peppered with a formidable dragon,
recalcitrant gnomes, an inscrutable magic cat,
a handsome librarian, a sinister sorcerer and
more than a few narrow escapes. Hb $32.99
352pp Due Aug
The Brothers Grimm
Fairy Tales
The Brothers Grimm rediscovered
a host of fairy tales. Together with
their well-known tales of Rapunzel, The Goose
Girl, Sleeping Beauty, Hansel and Gretel, there
are darker tales which deserve to be better
known. This is a collection of their tales. Hb
$35.00 848pp
Robert BUETTNER
Orphan’s Triumph
Orphan #5. After 40 years of fighting
the Slugs, mankind’s reunited planets control
the vital crossroad that secures their uneasy
union. The doomsday weapon that can end
the war and the mighty fleet that will carry it
to the Slug homeworld, lie within humanity’s
grasp. Since the Slug Blitz orphaned Jason
Wander, he has risen from infantry recruit
to commander of Earth’s garrisons on the
emerging allied planets. When an enemy
counter stroke threatens to reverse the war
and destroy mankind, Jason must finally
confront not only his lifelong alien enemy,
but the reality of what a lifetime as a soldier
has made him. Pb $18.95 384pp

Galaxy Bookshop 143 York Street Sydney NSW 2000

FAVE NEW

Fave Old

Saturn’s Children

The Praxis

Charles Stross

Dread Empires Fall #1

Pb $17.95

Walter Jon Williams

Charles Stross is a distinctive voice among
today’s wave of ‘New British SF’ writers,
but he also knows his history. This book
is dedicated to the classic authors Robert
Heinlein and Isaac Asimov, and the ghosts
of both (especially Heinlein) can be felt in
this latest effort. The combination of sex
and violence clashes somewhat against
the deep philosophising on identity and
purpose - though Stross’ sense of humour
and Freya’s rollicking adventure transcend
the feeling of a bizarre cross-genre hybrid.
This is one of Stross’ more accessible novels
and I appreciated the author’s numerous
nods towards his influences.

Pb $18.95
“All that is important is known. It
governs all who live in the empire, and is
ultimately inescapable.” So decrees the
Shaa, rulers of the known universe.
This wonderful space opera offers a
fresh appearance to an old idea. Rather
than reigning triumphant, humans are
mere bit players within a huge starspanning empire that is run by nearimmortal overlords: the Shaa. They rule
with utter domination, and any who
defy their dominance or their decrees
against certain technologies are faced
with unrelenting obliteration. The Shaa
share their empire with their fellow slave races: Naxids, centaur-like
reptiles; the Terran humans; Torminel, nocturnal hunters; Lai-Own, a
race of flightless birds; Cree; Daimong, with their melodic voices and
peeling rotting flesh; and the Yormak.

This is a future in which all our 1950’s dreams have become reality;
extraterrestrial colonies, far-flung space exploration, fast moving
spaceships. But for one slight hiccup: humankind is extinct, and our
robotic heirs have taken our place. And they squabble just as much
as we ever did.
As the last in a line of femme sexbots, obsolescent Freya was made
to mimic humans and human feelings, and she feels the nightmare
qualities of this dystopian future all too keenly. She is a slave to the
whims of aristo robots, and when she unwittingly angers some of
‘her betters’, Freya must run for her survival. To facilitate her escape,
Freya is hired to transport an illicit package to Mars, and in doing so
becomes involved in schemes and counter-schemes by those who
are attempting to really control the entire solar system. During the
course of delving into these schemes, we are treated to a scintillating
tour of the Solar system, from Mercury all the way out to the Oort
cloud.

Within this empire of various races, an order of dominance has been
constructed, with the Shaa masters at the apex, and everyone else
below. When the last Shaa rulers tire of the never-ending sameness
of the existence which they themselves created and thus elect
suicide, the factions and politics of their supposedly happy servants
explode into civil war: it always does!
We view this grand opera through two contrasting perspectives.
Lord Gareth Martinez is an upper class rural elite, who is trying to
better his family standing in the empire through the manipulations
of marriage and politics. At the other extreme end of the social
spectrum, we meet Caroline Sula, a drug-addicted street girl of the
lower classes, who is suddenly given the opportunity to impersonate
a wealthy, socialite party girl.

The concept and themes of person and legacy, of creating and
relying on slaves, of the morality of owning sentients - robots or
otherwise - is fascinating. The world-building of a robot civilisation
that outlasts man, building on mankind’s past and reaching into the
future, is also intriguing. The aspect of the story which deals with
various robot factions wanting to work with biological matter to
perhaps re-create man is also interesting - though this is perhaps
some of the weakest plotting of the story.

This tale feels so gritty in the backwardness of the technology, and
the way in which the battles are described in intricate detail. We get
the feeling of old-style Victorian warring with high-tech computers
and nuclear weapons… with the addition of social and political
intrigue often dictating how the battles are played out, thus deciding
who will win before the players even enter the theatre of conflict!

All-in-all, an easy read… And although it’s not my favourite Stross,
even a weaker story by this author is something I enjoy. 7/10 - Adam

The mixed up feeling between the main characters and their
unconventional styles of warfare - socially, politically and militarily leave little room for the tryst that eventuates between them. Nor do
the twists and turns in the story, which kept me turning page after
page, wanting more!
This is a wonderful trilogy: opening with The Praxis, continuing with
The Sundering (Pb $18.95) and concluding with Conventions of
War (Pb $19.95). - CM

tel 02 9267 7222 fax 02 9261 3691
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NEXUS

Rachel CAINE
Cape Storm
Weather Warden #8. Weather Warden
Joanne Baldwin and her new husband, the
Djinn David, are running from a malevolent
hurricane bent on destroying her. Joined by
an army of fellow Wardens and Djinn onboard
a hijacked luxury liner, Joanne has lured the
storm into furious pursuit, but even their
combined magic may not be enough to stop
it. Pb $17.95 320pp Due Aug
Mark CHADBOURN
Lord of Silence
Vidar is a man tormented by a lost
memory and a vampiric jewel that demands
the life energy of others. Now, with a killer
loose within his home city, Vidar must solve a
3,000 year old religious mystery to unlock the
terrifying secrets of his own past. Pb $17.95
496pp Due Aug
Ian DOUGLAS
Semper Human
Inheritance #3. Chaos has erupted
throughout the known galaxy, threatening
countless colonies and orbital habitats - as the
Associative struggles vainly to keep the peace.
Extreme measures are called for in these
times of dire crisis and the Star Marines are
awakened from their voluntary 850-year sleep.
But General Trevor Garroway and his warriors
are about to discover that the old rules of
engagement have drastically changed... And
if the Marines fail to eliminate their relentless
xenophobic foe once and for all, the Great
Annihilator will obliterate every last trace of
human existence. Pb $17.95 400pp
Kate ELLIOT
Traitor’s Gate
Crossroads #3. The immortal
Guardians who still serve justice seek a means
to end the devastating reign of one of their
own. A hired outlander army struggles to halt
the advance of the horde that has despoiled
vast lands and slaughtered countless people
in its murderous wake. The eagle reeves
who have long been the only law enforcers
of the Hundred struggle to reorganise after
a massacre decimates their numbers. And
even as these forces give hope to those who
would live in peace, a terrible danger looms
- a traitor with Imperial ambitions, the most
dreaded, least anticipated threat of all… Tp
$32.99 576pp Due Aug
Jacquelyn FRANK
Rapture
Shadowdwellers #2. For Magnus,
laws are for enforcing and visions must
be followed - even if that means freeing a
beautiful slave and making her his reluctant
handmaiden. Betrayed before, Magnus
can barely bring himself to trust another
woman. Yet Daenaira’s fiery innocence is
drawing them both into a reckless inferno
of desire. Daenaira grew up hearing tales of
a fearsome priest who seemed more myth
than reality. But Magnus is very real and
so is the treachery surrounding them. An
enemy is scheming to unleash havoc on the
Shadowdwellers, unless Magnus trusts in a
union ordained by fate. Pb $15.95 354pp

www.galaxybooks.com.au

Jackie FRENCH

Joe HALDEMAN
Marsbound
Young Carmen Dula and her family
are going to Mars. Once on the Red Planet,
however, Carmen realises things are not so
different from Earth. There are chores to do,
lessons to learn and oppressive authority
figures to rebel against. And when she
ventures out into the bleak Mars landscape
alone one night, a simple accident leads her
to the edge of death until she is saved by
an angel - an angel with too many arms and
legs, a head that looks like a potato gone bad
and a message for the newly arrived human
inhabitants of Mars… ‘We were here first.’ Hb
$55.00 304pp

Tony GONZALES
Eve: The Empyrean Age
A clone with no name or past
awakens to a cruel existence, hunted
mercilessly for crimes he may never know,
yet he stands close to the pinnacle of power
in New Eden. A disgraced ambassador is
confronted by a mysterious woman who
knows everything about him and of the
sinister plot against his government - his
actions will one day unleash the vengeful
wrath of an entire civilisation. And among
the downtrodden masses of a corporationowned world, a man named Tibus Heth is
about to launch a revolution that will change
the course of history. The confluence of these
dark events will lead humanity towards a
tragic destiny. Pb $17.95 624pp Due Aug

Jenny HALE
Jatta
Jatta is a princess in the kingdom
of Alteeda, but her life is no fairytale. Her
mother was slain by werewolves when Jatta
was three years old, and now, at the age of 14,
she has discovered that the werewolves left
their curse on her. With her brother, Arthmael,
Jatta is forced to flee the castle and journey
to the dark kingdom of Dartith, a place
where werewolves and the Undead prowl the
streets. Pb $21.99 288pp

Lessons for a Werewolf
Warrior
Boojum Bark is a werewolf and a hero. He
doesn’t really want to be a hero, but it’s in the
family. Now he has to go to Hero School to
learn the Right Way to achieve hero status.
Werewolves are at the bottom of the pecking
order when it comes to heroes, especially
when they lift their legs on the doorpost and
do outrageous things on stage in the middle
of school assembly. But something strange
is happening at the School for Heroes. Could
the school be under attack? If so, by whom?
And who will protect it? Can Boojum sniff out
the perpetrators? Pb $16.95 160pp

Jonathan GREEN
Evolution Expects
Pax Brittania #5. When a deadly
legacy returns, Ulysses Quicksilver finds
himself drawn into that pit of despair known
as Bedlam. With a dangerous masked
vigilante stalking the streets of London, a
monster from Jewish myth on the loose in the
East End and rival gangs fighting for control
of the city’s underworld there may be nothing
Ulysses can do to prevent a catastrophic
metamorphosis! Pb $17.95 320pp
Lev GROSSMAN
The Magicians
Quentin
Coldwater, a senior in
high school, is secretly
preoccupied with
a series of fantasy
novels he read as a
child, set in a magical
land called Fillory.
Imagine his surprise
when he finds
himself unexpectedly
admitted to a very
secret, exclusive college of magic in upstate
New York, where he receives a thorough and
rigorous education in the craft of modern
sorcery. After graduation he and his friends
make a stunning discovery - Fillory is real. But
the land of Quentin’s fantasies turns out to be
much darker than he could have imagined.
His childhood dream becomes a nightmare
with a shocking truth at its heart. Pb $32.95
416pp Due Aug
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Thomas HARLAN
Land of the Dead

Aztec Empire #3. The Emperor in
Mexico City rules a growing interplanetary
Empire, but the Galaxy is not a hospitable
place. There are other powers, both new
and old, who would stop the spread of the
power in Anuhuac. A weapon of the Old
Ones, from the time of the First Sun, has
been found in a region of space. It must be
investigated, then tamed or destroyed to
keep it from the hands of opposing powers.
Hb $54.00 384pp Due Aug
Frank HERBERT
Chapterhouse Dune
Dune Chronicles #6. A beautiful new
hardcover package for this New York Times
bestselling science fiction classic. Hb $54.00
416pp Due Aug
Robin HOBB
The Dragon Keeper
Set in the world of the Liveships Traders.
Guided by the great blue dragon Tintaglia, a
Tangle of serpents fight their way up the Rain
Wilds River. Many die along the way. And the
creatures which emerge from the cocoons are
a travesty of the powerful, shining dragons
of old. Stunted and deformed, they cannot
fly; some seem witless and bestial. Soon,
they become a danger and a burden to the
Rain Wilders: something must be done. The
dragons claim an ancestral memory of a
fabled Elderling city far upriver: perhaps there
the dragons will find their true home. But it
they cannot get there on their own: a band
of dragon keepers, hunters and chroniclers
must attend them. To be a dragon keeper is a
dangerous job: their charges are vicious and
unpredictable and there are many unknown
perils on the journey to a city which may not
even exist... Pb $32.99 496pp

Galaxy Bookshop 143 York Street Sydney NSW 2000

Tom HOLT
The Better Mousetrap
It touches all our lives - our triumphs
and tragedies, our proudest achievements,
our most traumatic disasters. Insurance is
indeed the force that binds the universe
together. Hardly surprising, therefore,
that Frank Carpenter, one of the foremost
magical practitioners of our age, felt himself
irresistibly drawn to it. Until, that is, he met
Jane, a high-flying corporate heroine with
an annoying habit of falling out of trees and
getting killed. Repeatedly. It’s not long before
Frank and Jane find themselves face to face
with the greatest enigma of our times - when
is a door not a door? When it’s a mousetrap.
Pb $22.99 368pp
Jaida JONES & Danielle BENNETT
Havemercy
Thanks to its elite Dragon Corps, the
capital city of Volstov has all but won the 100
years’ war with its neighbouring enemy, the
Ke-Han. The renegade airmen who fly the
corps’s mechanical, magic-fuelled dragons
are Volstov’s greatest weapon, but now one of
its members is at the centre of a scandal that
may turn the tide of victory. To counter the
threat, four ill-assorted heroes must converge
to save their kingdom - an exiled magician, a
naive country boy, a young student and the
unpredictable ace who flies the city’s fiercest
dragon, Havemercy. But on the eve of battle,
these courageous men will face something
that could make the most formidable of
warriors hesitate, the most powerful of
magicians weak and the most unlikely of
men allies in their quest to rise against it. Pb
$17.95 528pp Due Aug
Ken KEEGAN

Paraspheres 2: Extending
Beyond the Spheres of
Literary and Genre Fiction
Juxtaposing the conventional and the
fabulist, this anthology explores the
boundary between mainstream literary
fiction and the genres of fantasy, horror and
science fiction. This collection consists of
works by some of the most contemporary
authors, including John Domini, Theodora
Goss, Laird Hunt, Lyn Hejinian and Craig
Teicher. Tp $55.00 320pp Due Aug
Sherrilyn KENYON & Dianna LOVE
Whispered Lies
When the Bureau of American
Defense intercepts a tip on a threat to United
States security, operative Carlos Delgado must
capture the mysterious informant known
as Mirage. She is not what he expected.
Gabrielle Saxe has hidden from a killer for
the past decade, sending anonymous tips
on international criminals to intelligence
agencies around the world. Circumstances
catapult her into the midst of dangerous
operatives on a treacherous mission - and
into the arms of a man who is duty-bound
to surrender her to Interpol. Carlos is the
last person she should trust and the only
one standing between her and death. But
little does she know, she holds the key to his
survival as well... Tp $24.95 400pp

tel 02 9267 7222 fax 02 9261 3691

Gary KILWORTH
The Hundred-Towered City
Jack, Annie and Davey’s parents have
been arrested on suspicion of being spies
- in a different country and a different time
- Prague, 1903. Where are their parents and
who has stolen the key to the time machine?
Will they be in time to save their parents
from sinister Karlstein Castle? And even if
they do, how will they return to the present
day without the key? Alchemists, mythical
creatures and a man with a hook for a hand
hold the answers they’re looking for. Pb
$16.99 352pp
E E KNIGHT
Winter Duty
Vampire Earth #8. Major David
Valentine and his fugitive battalion are
the remnants of an expeditionary force
shattered in its long retreat from disaster in
the Appalachians. Between a raging blizzard,
bands of head-hunters and the need to
recover wounded soldiers lost during the
retreat, Valentine is in for the toughest winter
of his life. Hb $49.95 352pp
Duncan LAY

The Wounded Guardian
Dragon
Sword #1. Disillusioned,
now derided as the
‘Butcher of Bellic’, war
hero Martil leaves his
beloved homeland in
search of peace. Set
upon by bandits, he is
tricked into taking a
small child, Karia, to her
uncle. But the village
has been gutted of its
people - except for one ex-bandit who has
the Dragon Sword, a magical relic belonging
to the rulers of Norstalos. Norstalos’s first-ever
queen is trying to keep her crown while her
cousin, Duke Gello, wants it and is prepared
to do anything, even make a deal with
dark powers, to get it. Martil finds himself
caring for a child, fighting for a queen and
discovering that even a magical sword is no
guarantee of victory... Pb $20.99 680pp
Jane LINDSKOLD
Nine Gates
Breaking the Wall #2. Brenda has
learned that our world is not the only world
and that her not-quite-Chinese ancestors
came from a magical place, the Lands of
Smoke and Sacrifice, created thousands
of years ago by the destruction of China’s
books and scholars during the time of the
first Emperor. Now, generations later, the
Lands are once again at war and the magics
of the Thirteen Orphans are desperately
needed. A mission to capture those powers
went disastrously wrong and now the Lands’
Dragon, Tiger, Snake and Monkey are trapped
on Earth unless the Orphans can build the
Nine Gates. To do that, they must first save
the Four Guardians of the Land Between, who
are under magical attack. Hb $49.95 400pp
Due Aug
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James LOVEGROVE
The Age of Ra
An alternate history of the world
where the Egyptian gods have defeated
all others and have carved up the planet
between themselves. Only a band of Freedom
Fighters and their enigmatic leader can free
the Earth from their divine tyranny. Pb $17.95
496pp Due Aug
Sandra McDONALD
The Stars Down Under
Terry and Jodenny have been
assigned to duty on the planet Fortune, away
from the huge ships that carry colonists from
the wreckage of polluted Earth to clean,
new worlds across the galaxy. But there’s
another way besides spaceships to travel
from world to world. A group within Team
Space is exploring the Wondjina Spheres, a
set of ancient alien artefacts that link places
and times. Now those spheres have shut
down and Team Space thinks that Terry
and Jodenny are part of the key to make
them work again no matter how the two of
them feel about it. They can volunteer, or
be volunteered. What the researchers can’t
anticipate is that the status quo, in which
Team Space holds the monopoly on travel
between worlds, is about to change. And as
a result, Terry and Jodenny will be tested to
their limits and beyond. Pb $17.95 352pp
Nathalie MALLETT
The King’s Daughters
Far to the
north of the hot desert
land of Telfar lies the
frozen kingdom of
Sorvinka. Prince Amir
has travelled there,
leaving his sultanate in
the hands of his halfbrother Erik as he seeks
to ask the king, the
father of the beautiful
Princess Eva, for her
hand in marriage. But Sorvinka has grown
dangerous during Princess Eva’s absence, as
she and Amir discover to their terror, when
their force of guards and eunuchs is cut down
by ruthless brigands. And upon their arrival,
their welcome to Eva’s family stronghold is
as bitterly cold as the land itself. Prince Amir
must navigate his way through the strange
and cold-blooded customs of the Sorvinkans
and somehow find the truth behind the
kidnapping of the king’s youngest daughter,
the Princess Aurora, by the Sorvinkan’s
traditional enemies, the neighbouring
Farrellians. Pb $17.95 384pp
Tess MALLORY
Highland Rebel
Meet the irresistible Highland
Rebel... He’s music’s hottest pop idol, a Celtic
bad boy whose tradition-drenched rock rules
the charts. But Ian MacGregor hails from 18thcentury Scotland. And nothing can make him
return except perhaps a certain blue-eyed
lassie. Ellie Graham is his tour manager. But
when she’s swept back almost 300 years into
the past and into treachery, only Ian and his
passion can save her. Pb $12.95 304pp

NEXUS

Robbie MATTHEWS
Johnny Phillips, Werewolf
Detective
If it wasn’t for demons, zombies, dragons,
vampires, sorcerers, lawyers and other
creatures of the night, Johnny might be able
to get on with his job and maybe even pay
the rent. Fat chance. The collected case files of
Johnny Phillips, Werewolf Detective, will have
you peering down alleyways in downtown
Sydney, waiting for a glimpse of that
plummeting body, talking fairy or friendly
neighbourhood zombie. Johnny didn’t get
out of bed intending to save the world... But
he might just do it anyway. Pb $15.00 120pp
Cathy MAXWELL, Tracy Anne WARREN,
Jeaniene FROST & Sophia NASH
Four Dukes and a Devil
Join these bestselling authors
for tales of noble danger and devilish desire.
Delicate young ladies must be protected
from him. First he steals her clothes, then he
steals her heart. Most would be terrified of
this powerful vampire - but not him. He’s ‘the
catch of the century’ - but she’s the only one
he can’t have. A young miss demands a kiss,
but he won’t rest once she’s touched her lips
to his. With four dukes and one devil, there’s
no limit on love. Pb $17.95 400pp
Richelle MEAD
Thorn Queen
Dark Swan #2. Rendered queen of
the Thorn Land after her latest battle in the
Otherworld, shaman Eugenia Markham
worries about a prophecy that her first-born
child will destroy the human race, a concern
that grows while Eugenia investigates a
formidable enemy who is abducting young
girls. Pb $15.95 384pp Due Aug
Karen MILLER
The Prodigal Mage
The Fisherman’s Children #1.
The weather magic that holds Lur safe is
failing and the earth feels broken to those
with the power to see. Among Lur’s sorcerers,
only Asher has the skill to mend the antique
weather map that governs the seasons,
keeping the land from being crushed by
natural forces. Yet, when Asher last desperate
attempt to repair the damage leaves him on
his deathbed, his son Rafel, who has inherited
the father’s talents, may be his countrymen’s
only hope. Hb $48.00 480pp Due Aug
James MOLONEY
The Book from Baden Dark
Sequel to The Book of Lies (Pb
$19.95) and Master of the Books (Pb
$19.99). Three years have passed since Marcel
defeated Mortregis, the great dragon of
war and more than a year since the Battle
of Cadell. On a mountainside in Elster, Bea,
who has lived among the elves all this time,
longs to see her human friends again. When
strange creatures disturb the tranquillity of
the mountain forests and her grandfather
disappears, she calls for Marcel’s help.
Together with his cousin, Fergus, they travel
into the forbidden underground world of
Baden Dark on a rescue mission. Pb $19.99
400pp
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Elizabeth MOON
Moon Flights
This is the author’s definitive short
story collection, represents the highlights of
an impressive career. Gathering together 15
tales of fantasy, alternative history and science
fiction, this features an original story set in the
Vatta’s War cosmology and an introduction by
Anne McCaffrey. Pb $17.95 384pp
Katy MORAN
Bloodline Rising
Bloodline #2. The Ghost is the
fastest, most cunning young criminal in
Constantinople. He is both invisible and
invincible. Or at least he thinks so - till the day
his father returns from the desert. A ruthless
barbarian assassin, Essa is not pleased to
discover that his wild son Cai has become the
city’s most notorious thief. But sinister forces
are moving against Cai and he finds himself
captive on a trading ship. When he becomes
a slave to Wulfhere, prince of Mercia, Cai
soon discovers that his Anglish masters
know more about his family than he does
- what secrets have his mother and father
been keeping from him? As Cai sharpens
his skills of subterfuge and persuasion, war
threatens, and he must choose: will he use
his phenomenal talents for good, or evil? Pb
$16.95 320pp
Brandon MULL
Grip of the Shadow Plague
Fablehaven #2. Someone or
something has released a plague that
transforms beings of light into creatures
of darkness. Seth discovers the problem
early, but as the infectious disease spreads,
it becomes clear that the preserve cannot
hold out for long. In dire need of help, the
Sorensons question where to turn. The
Sphinx has always given sound advice - but
is he a traitor? Inside the Quiet Box, Vanessa
might have information that could lead to
a cure - but can she be trusted? Meanwhile,
Kendra and members of the Knights of the
Dawn must journey to a distant preserve
and retrieve another hidden artefact. Will the
Society of the Evening Star recover it first?
Will the plague eclipse all light at Fablehaven?
Pb $12.95 496pp
C E MURPHY
Coyote Dreams
Walker Papers
#3. Most of Joanne
Walker’s fellow cops are
down with the blue flu,
or rather the blue sleep.
There’s no physical cause
anyone can point to and
it keeps spreading. It
has to be magical. But
what’s up with the crazy
dreams that hit her every time she closes her
eyes? Are they being sent by Coyote, her stillmissing spirit guide? Somehow Joanne has to
wake up her sleeping friends while protecting
those still awake, figure out her inner-spirit
dream life and come to terms with the other
dreams she’s having about her boss… Pb
$17.95 416pp
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Ian NICHOLS

The Whorl and the Pallin
Tom
could see the truth,
and it set him apart,
because he wasn’t
fooled by the illusions
that others believed
in. That wasn’t what
made him a hero, but
it was what made him
the one person the
Empire needed to save
it. His courage and his talent combined to set
him on a perilous path to the Forest Palliner,
to get there before the Whorl Sorcerers could
steal its blood and warp it to their own ends.
He would find love and death and learn
that heroism has its cost, and that no war,
even one for all the right reasons, is without
victims. Hb $28.95 272pp
Larry NIVEN, Jerry POURNELLE & Steven
BARNES
Beowulf’s Children
A new generation is growing up,
ignorant of the Great Grendel Wars. Setting
out for the mainland, these rebellious men
and women are bent on exploration, ready to
fight any Grendels that get in their way. On
the mainland, however, there are monsters
that dwarf the ones their parents fought and
as the young people will learn, monsters also
dwell in the human heart. Tp $32.00 416pp
Due Aug
Will PETERSON
The Burning
Triskellion #2. After their harrowing
escape from the sinister village of Triskellion,
twins Rachel and Adam had hoped their
troubles were over. Instead, betrayed by the
one person they believed they could trust,
they fall into the hands of the mysterious
Project Hope – an organisation claiming
to conduct archaeological research. When
Rachel makes a shocking discovery in a secret
autopsy suite, she realises they need to get
out – and fast! Pb $16.95 496pp
Robert REDICK
The Red Wolf Conspiracy
Chathrand #1. The Chathrand is
the last of her kind. Built 600 years ago, she
dwarves all the ships around her. She was the
pride of the Empire, the natural choice for the
great diplomatic voyage to seal the peace
with the last of the Emperor’s last enemies.
700 souls boarded her. Her sadistic Captain
Nilus Rose, the Emperor’s Ambassador and
Thasha, the daughter he plans to marry off
to seal the treaty, 100 imperial marines, Pazel
the tarboy gifted and cursed by his mother’s
spell and a small band of Ixchel. But there is
treachery afoot. Behind the plans for peace
lies the shadow of war and the fear that a
dead king might live again. And now the
Chathrand, having survived countless battles
and centuries of typhoons has gone missing.
Pb $22.99 480pp
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Justina ROBSON
Chasing the Dragon
Quantum Gravity #4. Special Agent
Lila Black has been catapulted 50 years into
her own future. Appointed head of the new
android division, she can see all too clearly
what lies in store for her if the growth of
the alien technologies in her cyborg body
continues unchecked. Meanwhile, she
hears the voices of the machine material
projections of an immaterial form, The Signal
- if only she knew what it meant. Tp $34.00
401pp Due Aug
James ROLLINS
The Doomsday Key
Sigma Force #6. These three murders
on three continents bear a horrifying tie: all
the victims are marked by a Druidic pagan
cross burned into their flesh. The bizarre
murders thrust Commander Gray Pierce
and Sigma Force into a global hunt for a
powerful group of industrialists who have a
stranglehold on the world’s food supply. Pb
$32.99 448pp
Michael RUBENS
The Sheriff of Yrnameer
Meet Cole: hapless space rogue,
part-time smuggler, on a path to being
full-time dead. His sidekick just stole his
girlfriend. The galaxy’s most feared bounty
hunter wants to lay eggs in his brain. And the
luxury space yacht Cole just hijacked turns
out to be filled with interstellar do-gooders,
one especially loathsome stowaway and a
cargo of freeze-dried orphans. Reluctantly
compelled to deliver these defenceless,
fluidless children to safety, Cole gathers a
misfit crew for a desperate journey to the far
reaches of the galaxy. Their destination: the
mysterious world of Yrnameer, the very last
of the your-name-heres - planets without
corporate sponsors. But this legendary utopia
is home to a murderous band of outlaws
bent on destroying the planet’s tiny, peaceful
community. Hb $48.00 336pp Due Aug
Michelle SAGARA
Cast In Silence
Chronicles of Elantra #5. Kaylin’s
moved on with her life - and is keeping silent
about the shameful things she’s done to
stay alive, but when the city’s oracles warn
of brewing unrest in the outer fiefdoms, a
mysterious visitor from Kaylin’s past casts her
under a cloud of suspicion. Thankfully, if she’s
anything, she’s a survivor… Pb $34.00 448pp
Due Aug
R A SALVATORE
The Dame
The Saga of the First King #3. Bransen’s
road becomes a quest for the truth, of Honce
and of himself, a quest to put right over
wrong. That path is fraught with confusion,
fraud and a purposeful blurring of morality
by those who would seek to use the
Highwayman’s extraordinary battle skills and
popularity among the commonfolk for their
own nefarious ends. Hb $54.00 416pp Due
Aug
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Karl SCHROEDER
The Sunless Countries
Virga #4. Leal Hieronyma Maspeth,
history tutor and dreamer, lives and dreams
of love among the gaslit streets and cafés
of Sere. And somewhere in the abyss of
wind and twisted cloud through which
Sere eternally falls, a great voice has begun
speaking. As outlying towns and ships start
to disappear, only Leal has the courage to try
to understand the message. Even the city’s
most famous visitor, the sun lighter and hero
named Hayden Griffin, refuses to turn aside
from his commission to build a new sun for a
foreign nation. He will not become the hero
that Leal knows the city needs - so in the end,
it is up to her to listen and ultimately reply, to
the worldwasp. Hb $54.00 336pp Due Aug
Erick SETIAWAN
Of Bees And Mist
Raised in a house where ghosts
dwell in mirrors, Meridia grows up lonely
and miserable. But at age 16, she falls in love
with Daniel - a caring and naive young man.
Soon they marry and Meridia escapes to live
with her husband’s family, unaware that they
harbour dark secrets of their own. As Meridia
struggles to keep her life and marriage
together, she discovers long-buried secrets
about her own past as well as shocking truths
about her new family that inexorably push
her love, courage and sanity to the brink. Hb
$48.00 416pp Due Aug
John SHIRLEY
Bleak History
For Gabriel
Bleak, talking to the
dead is just another
way of making a living.
Unfortunately, his gift
makes him a prime
target. A top-secret
division of Homeland
Security has been
monitoring the recent
emergence of human
supernaturals, with Gabriel Bleak being the
strongest on record. If they control Gabriel,
they’ll gain access to the Hidden - the entitybased energy field that connects all life on
Earth. But Gabriel has other ideas... With a
growing underground movement called the
Shadow Community and an uneasy alliance
of spirits, elementals and other beings,
Gabriel’s about to face the greatest demonic
uprising since the Dark Ages. Pb $32.00
352pp Due Aug
Clark Ashton SMITH
The Maze of the Enchanter
This series presents Smith’s
fiction chronologically, based on composition
rather than publication. The editors have
compared original manuscripts, various
typescripts, published editions and Smith’s
notes and letters, in order to prepare a
definitive set of texts. This includes, in
chronological order, all of his stories from
February, 1933 to May, 1935 and features an
introduction and extensive notes on each
story. Pb $82.00 300pp
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Sherwood SMITH
Treason’s Shore
Inda #4. Inda, fresh from his triumph
on the battlefield against the Venn, takes
his place beside King Evred as Harskialdna,
the King’s Shield. But the Venn are far from
defeated and only Inda’s fame is strong
enough to inspire all the squabbling
kingdoms to unite and raise a force mighty
enough to protect the strait and repel the
enemy. Evred has also ordered Inda to take
over the strait once the battle is won, but
Inda knows that this is a bad idea. Now he
must choose between obeying his liege or
committing treason. Hb $49.95 672pp Due
Aug
Jeri SMITH-READY
Bad to the Bone
WVMP Radio #2. A religious firebrand
ranting against the evils of the occult
preempts the station’s midnight broadcast
and when Ciara tracks down the illegal
transmission, the broadcast tower is guarded
by what appears to be a canine vampire.
Behind it all is a group of self-righteous
radicals who think vampires suck. Now Ciara
must protect the station while struggling
with her own murky relationship issues, her
best friend’s unlikely romance with a fledgling
vampire and the nature of her mysterious
anti-holy powers. Pb $32.00 356pp
Jonathan STRAHAN
The Starry Rift: Tales of New
Tomorrows
Truly successful science fiction does two
things: it gives credible glimpses into the
future while entertaining the reader. With this
in mind, the editor asked 16 of today’s most
inventive writers to look past the horizon of
the present day. Includes contributions from
Neil Gaiman, Kelly Link, Garth Nix and Scott
Westerfeld. Pb $25.95 544pp Due Aug
Charles STROSS
Saturn’s Children
Freya Nakamichi-47 is a femmebot,
one of the last of her kind still functioning.
With no humans left to pay for the pleasures
she provides, she agrees to transport a
mysterious package from Mercury to Mars,
only to become hunted by some very
powerful humanoids who will stop at nothing
to possess the its contents. Pb $17.95 336pp
Harry TURTLEDOVE
Hitler’s War
In 1938, British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain, determined to avoid war at
any cost, signed the Munich Accord, ceding
part of Czechoslovakia to Hitler. But the
following spring, Hitler snatched the rest of
that country and pushed beyond its borders.
World War II had begun. Now, in this alternate
history, another scenario is played out -what
if Chamberlain had not signed the accord?
What if Hitler had acted rashly, before his
army was ready – would such impatience
have helped him or doomed him faster? Hb
$56.00 620pp Due Aug

NEXUS

Freda WARRINGTON
Elfland
Led by Auberon Fox, a group of
Aetherials live among us, indistinguishable
from humans. Every seven years, on the
Night of the Summer Stars, Lawrence Wilder,
the Gatekeeper, throws open all gates to
the Other World, but this time, something
has gone wrong. Wilder has sealed the
gates, warning of a great danger lurking
in the realm beyond them. The Aetherial
community is outraged. Rose Fox and Sam
Wilder are drawn to the lands beyond
the gates, even as their families feud over
Lawrence’s refusal to do his duty. Only by
breaching the dreaded gates and daring the
danger beyond can they confront that which
they fear most - their otherness - and claim
their birthright. Hb $54.00 464pp Due Aug
Lawrence WATT-EVANS
The Summer Palace
The Annals of the Chosen #3. The
new Wizard Lord has changed the playing
field by neutralising all magic in his domain
and has successfully killed and/or blocked
his adversaries and their challenges to his
omnipotence. Sword, now on the run, must
work alone to restore order to their fair
land and unravel the mystery of the Ninth
Talisman, which might be the salvation or
downfall of all that is good in their wellordered land. Pb $17.95 336pp Due Aug
Liz WILLIAMS
Precious Dragon
Inspector Chen #4. Chen and Zhu
are given a major assignment to escort
an emissary from heaven on a diplomatic
mission to hell. Zhu tries to dodge his
demonic family’s overtures, but ends up
embroiled in hell’s political intrigues. At the
same time, a young boy born to ghostly
parents in Hell is sent to live with his
grandmother in Singapore Three. The boy,
Precious Dragon, is being chased by Hell’s
most dangerous creatures and ends up being
the key to unlock the mystery that is quickly
spiralling out of control. Pb $17.95 384pp
Liz WILLIAMS
The Shadow Pavilion
Inspector Chen #3. When Chen’s
partner, the demon Seneschal Zhu Irzh,
disappears, along with Chen’s wife Inari’s
guardian badger, Chen must enlist all of his
allies and assets in order to locate them. Hb
$49.95 256pp
Timothy ZAHN
Dragon and Liberator
Dragonback #6. 14-year-old Jack
Morgan and Draycos, a poet/warrior K’da
dragon who can hide himself as a tattoo
on Jack’s back, have their backs to the wall.
Neverlin, the man who killed Jack’s parents
and destroyed the scout fleet of which
Draycos was the sole survivor, is about to
ambush millions of K’da refugees and kill
them with a Death weapon that kills any
living being within its range. Pb $12.95 368pp
Due Aug
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PARANORMAL
ROMANCE
C T ADAMS & Cathy CLAMP
Cold Moon Rising
Tales of the Sazi #7. Former Mafia hit man Tony
Giodone is a werewolf, with a human mate
and a pack leader tougher than his old Mob
boss - and he now has the ability to see into
the past through other people’s memories.
When some of Tony’s old mobster friends,
try to extinguish the human race, only one
man might be able to help Tony and the Sazi
- Ahmad, the leader of the snakes. Now Tony
is along for the psychic ride of his life, as the
crown prince of an ancient empire is faced
with his deadliest enemy - a woman he once
loved, whom he was forced to betray... Pb
$15.95 384pp Due Aug
Christina DODD
Storm of Visions
Chosen Ones #1. A descendant of twins born
to spread good or evil throughout the world,
Jacqueline Vargha staunchly denies her
psychic visions until she is urged by Caleb
D’Angelo to accept her place as one of the
Chosen. Pb $17.95 400pp
Kate DOUGLAS
Wolf Tales Viii
Six new Chanku have appeared - bold,
brash and very much in need of their elders’
wisdom. Three will travel to Montana to learn
from Anton Cheval and three to Colorado
to be mentored by Ulrich Mason and his
mate, Millie. Having weathered a series of
vicious attacks, the Montana pack welcomes
the distraction of breaking in the novices.
But everything changes with the arrival of
a mysterious stranger whose connection to
Millie will bring the she-wolf, her partner and
their protégées to Montana. The time has
come for Millie to confront her past, even
as the young Chanku prepare for a future of
power, pride and pleasure. Pb $27.95 256pp
Lori FOSTER, L L FOSTER & Erin McCARTHY
Out of the Light, Into the Shadows
Embrace the darkness and experience the
light in this all-new anthology filled with
stories of happily ever after alongside
smouldering tales of irresistibly dangerous,
otherworldly passion. From bewitching
emotions and untamed desire to dazzling
romance and tantalising sensuality, these
novellas explore the complex facets of the
human heart - both the light side and the
dark. Pb $17.95 352pp
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Jeaniene FROST
Destined for an Early Grave
Night Huntress #4.
Since half-vampire
Cat Crawfield and her
undead lover Bones
met, they’ve fought
the undead, battled a
Master vampire and
pledged their devotion
with a blood bond. Now
it’s time for a vacation.
But their hopes for a
perfect holiday are
dashed when Cat awakes one night from
visions of a vampire more powerful than
Bones, who believes won’t stop until he
possesses Cat. She will need all the power
she can summon in order to bring down the
baddest bloodsucker she’s ever faced. Pb
$17.95 384pp Due Aug
Charlaine HARRIS, Maggie SHAYNE &
Barbara HAMBLY
Night’s Edge
In Charlaine Harris’ Dancers in the Dark,
Dancer Layla Rue Le May’s turns to a
300-year-old vampire to protect her from a
stalker. In Maggie Shayne’s Her Best Enemy,
Kiley Brigham refuses to believe there’s a
ghost in her house, until an unseen hand
leaves a bloody message on her bathroom
mirror and she’s forced to turn to a local
psychic. In Barbara Hambly’s Someone Else’s
Shadow, Maddie Laveau’s roommate, Tessa,
goes missing and Maddie enlists mysterious
tenant Phil Anderson to help. But is he the
white knight she needs, or the predator she
fears? Pb $17.95 368pp Due Aug
Rachel HAWTHORNE
Full Moon
Dark Guardian #2. Lindsey is a rebel, maybe
because her entire life was laid out for
before she was born. Her parents are among
the most powerful members of the Dark
Guardians, an ancient tribe of werewolves
and they arranged Lindsey’s betrothal to
Connor long ago. Soon her commitment to
Connor will be final - no turning back – but
she can’t she stop thinking about gorgeous,
brooding Rafe. When a threat to the pack
escalates, so do tensions between Connor
and Rafe. A fight over Lindsey is imminent,
but will it be to the death? Pb $19.95 320pp
Due Aug
Rachel HAWTHORNE
Dark of the Moon
Dark Guardian #3. Brittany is determined to
prove herself to the Dark Guardians, but she
hasn’t experienced any of the signs of change
that mark a Dark Guardian’s transformation.
The only intense feelings she has are for
Connor and she’s kept that a secret, too. But
she knows she’ll never truly have Connor’s
love if she’s not a Shifter like him. At the first
full moon after her birthday, her greatest fear
is realised - she doesn’t transform. Desperate,
Brittany goes to extremes she never thought
possible, putting all the Dark Guardians in
danger. Pb $19.95 320pp Due Aug
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Rita HERRON
Dark Hunger
The Demonborn #2. Reporter Annabelle
Armstrong will go to any lengths to deliver a
story, even track down Quinton Valtrez, a man
she believes is a cold-hearted assassin. Yet
the truth about the darkly sensual Quinton is
even more shocking and the overwhelming
desire he ignites is one she vows to resist.
Quinton has fought his demonic powers since
he was a child. Now using his gifts for the
good of national security, he can’t let himself
be distracted by the beautiful, determined
Annabelle. But a demon who wants to draw
Quinton into a life of pure evil, is using
Annabelle as bait. To save her, Quinton
must achieve the near impossible - tame
the sinister force that is both his inheritance
and his curse before it claims him forever. Pb
$15.95 320pp Due Aug
Emma HOLLY
Saving Midnight
FitzClare Chronicles #3. Graham Fitz Clare
became a vampire to save his adoptive father
from a deadly enemy. Sadly, the price of that
rescue may have been too high. Edmund’s
captors are at large again and are amassing
the sort of power that could make them
unstoppable. Pb $17.95 320pp Due Aug
Carolyn JEWEL
My Forbidden Desire
Alexandrine Marit is a witch in mortal danger.
An evil mage craves the powerful, mysterious
talisman that supplies her magic and the
only person who can keep her safe is a dark
and dangerous fiend called Xia. With his
fierce animosity toward witches, he’s hardly
the ideal bodyguard. Yet as days turn into
nights, she can’t deny the white-hot passion
between them. Xia hates witches. They
enslave and mercilessly kill his kind. But he’s
been ordered to protect Alexandrine, who,
to his surprise, has a spirit he admires and
a body he longs to possess. With the mage
and his henchmen closing in, Alexandrine
and her protector must trust the passion that
can unite them, or risk losing everything to
the enemies who can destroy them both. Pb
$15.95 384pp
Brenda JOYCE
Dark Lover
Masters of Time #5. Ian Maclean’s arrogance
hides a terrible secret - for decades he was
held prisoner by demons. Not a day goes by
that he isn’t tormented by his darkest fears of
powerlessness. Now he is about to sell to the
highest bidder a page he’s stolen from the
Book of Power - if one woman doesn’t stop
him. Slayer Samantha Rose’s latest mission is
to recover the stolen page - and get payback
from the only man who’s ever rejected her.
What she hasn’t counted on is the raging
attraction between them, or her growing
realisation of what Maclean has survived. As
the powers of the evil from his past gather,
Sam will do anything to help him, even if it
means following him into time and facing his
worst nightmares with him. Pb $17.95 384pp
Due Aug
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Stacia KANE
Demon Inside
Ironically, Megan, the only person in the
world without a little personal demon sitting
on her shoulder, has become the leader of
a demon family, but now some unknown
arcane power is offing her demons in a
particularly unpleasant fashion. And while
her demon lover Greyson Dante is still driving
her wild with desire, he’s also acting strangely
evasive. Will the help of her guard demons
and her witch friend Tera be enough so that
Megan can finally resolve the past, survive
the present and face the future? Pb $17.95
384pp Due Aug
Julie KENNER
Good Ghouls Do
Good Ghouls #2. As the vampire population at
Waterloo High continues to grow, Beth Frasier
realises that she’s on the frontline of saving
not only the school, but her hometown. Pb
$15.95 192pp Due Aug
Sherrilyn KENYON
Bad Moon Rising
A Dark Hunter novel. Fang Kattalakis isn’t just
a wolf. He is the brother of two of the most
powerful members of the Omegrion, the
ruling council that enforces the laws of the
Were-Hunters. And when war erupts among
the lycanthropes, sides must be chosen.
When the woman Fang loves is accused of
betraying her people, her only hope is that
Fang believes in her. To save her, Fang must
break the law of his people – a breech that
could spell the end of both their races and
change their world forever. Tp $32.99 352pp
Due Aug
Sherrilyn KENYON
The Dark-Hunters
Dark-Hunter Manga Vol. 1. In the war against
vampires, mankind has only one hope… The
Dark-Hunters. Ancient warriors who died of
brutal betrayal, the Dark-Hunters have sworn
themselves into the service of the goddess
Artemis to protect us. This is the manga
debut of the internationally bestselling DarkHunter series. GN $21.95 208pp
Marjorie LIU
The Fire King
Dirk and Steele #8.
Zoufalství. Epätoivo.
Asa. Three words in
three very different
languages and yet Soria
understands. She has
the of communication,
which was why she
was chosen to address
the stranger. Karr is
his name and in his
day he was king, but
he is a creature of tragedy. As fire consumed
all he loved, so an icy sleep has been his
atonement. Now, against his will, he has
awoken. Zoufalství. Epätoivo. Asa. In English,
the word is despair. But Soria knows the
words for love. Pb $17.95 336pp Due Aug
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Karen MacINERNEY
Leader of the Pack
Tales of an Urban Werewolf #3. Sophie’s life
gets complicated when her long-estranged
father, Luc, arrives to attend the werewolves’
annual Howl and reconnect with his
daughter. But Luc’s plans fall apart after
he’s accused of murder and arrested by his
archrival, Wolfgang, leader of the Houston
pack. Sophie won’t let her father die without
a fight. Determined to prove his innocence,
she and her friends set out to find the real
killer. Pb $17.95 352pp Due Aug
Karen Marie MONING
Faefever
Mackayla Lane #3. When MacKayla Lane
receives a torn page from her dead sister’s
journal, she is stunned by Alina’s desperate
words and now MacKayla knows that her
sister’s killer is close. But evil is closer and
suddenly the sidhe-seer is on the hunt: For
answers, revenge and for an ancient book of
dark magic so evil, it corrupts anyone who
touches it. Pb $17.95 448pp Due Aug
Karen Marie MONING
Dreamfever
MacKayla Lane #4. He has stolen her past,
but MacKayla will never allow her sister’s
murderer to take her future. Yet even the
uniquely gifted sidhe-seer is no match for the
Lord Master, who has unleashed an insatiable
sexual craving that consumes Mac’s every
thought and thrusts her into the seductive
realm of two very dangerous men, both of
whom she desires but dares not trust. Hb
$54.00 352pp Due Aug
Alexis MORGAN
Dark Warrior Unbroken
Talion #2. Sandor Kearn is the Talion Enforcer
tasked with policing his people, the Kyth. His
latest assignment is the new killer stalking the
streets of Seattle. But while Sandor is hunting
the Kyth renegade, someone else is hunting
him. Lena, who doesn’t know she is part Kyth,
has the ability to see fragmented flashbacks
of the crimes she’s investigating through her
sense of touch. And when she meets Sandor,
she feels suspicion and desire like she’s never
known. With dark forces closing in, Sandor
must keep Lena from digging deeper and
exposing the existence of the Kyth. The only
way is to convince her of his innocence. But
how can he, when he can’t keep his hands off
her? Pb $17.95 384pp Due Aug
Patti O’SHEA
Edge of Dawn
Light Warriors #3. Glass artist Shona
Blackwood has lost her ability to create, but
instead of panic, all she feels is apathy. Her
detachment is shaken when she narrowly
avoids being mugged, thanks to a timely
rescue by a man who makes all her senses
come roaring to life. Logan Andrews is a
magical trouble-shooter assigned to protect
Shona from an unseen enemy. Shona is
unaware that magic actually exists and Logan
is under orders not to tell her, but in an edgy
contest between magic and passion, love is
destined to win. Pb $15.95 336pp

NEXUS

Pamela PALMER
Obsession Untamed
Feral Warriors #2. Every time she closes
her eyes, Delaney Randall suffers another
nightmare. A brutal serial killer has found
his way inside the tough, take-no-prisoners
FBI agent’s head. Now she lives the murders
through his eyes, until the night he breaks
into her apartment and she fears she’s
going to be the next to die. But the man
who snatches Delaney from her home isn’t
the murderer. He’s Tighe, a dangerous Feral
Warrior who needs her and her visions to stop
the rampages. As he and Delaney join forces
to track the dark fiend, he falls for the intense
beauty and becomes wild with an obsession
as untamed as his heart. Pb $15.95 384pp Due
Aug

Nancy COLLINS
After Dark
VAMPS #3. It’s the most important event of
the season in New York’s upper-crust vampire
society. The Rauhnacht Grand Ball has
everything you need for a night of scandal
and intrigue - gala dresses, stolen boyfriends,
forbidden love. Then a team of vampire
hunters shows up and ruins everything! In
the aftermath, half sisters Lilith and Cally
scramble to regain their footing at the
exclusive Bathory Academy and in the world
of high fashion. When new suitors turn the
romance up a notch, it’s almost enough to
make them forget their intense rivalry, but
shared blood between vampires is not easy
and before long they find themselves face-toface again. Pb $19.95 192pp Due Aug

HORROR

Larry CORREIA
Monster Hunter International
Awakening in the hospital after killing his
boss only to receive a job offer as a monster
hunter, Owen Zastava Pitt learns that the
creatures popularly portrayed in myths and
B-movies are based on real monsters and that
his first assignment will put him against a
planet-threatening ancient entity. Pb $17.95
304pp Due Aug

John Joseph ADAMS
By Blood We Live
Here are 33 of vampire
stories from some of
today’s most renowned
authors. Charming
gentlemen with the
manners of a prior age.
Savage killing machines
who surge screaming
from hidden vaults.
Cute little girls frozen
forever in slender
bodies. Long-buried loved ones who scratch
at the door, begging to be let in. Nowhere is
safe, not mist-shrouded Transylvania or the
Italian Riviera or even a sleepy town in Maine.
Pb $34.00 300pp Due Aug
Laird BARRON
The Imago Sequence and Other Stories
Collected here for the first time are nine
terrifying tales of cosmic horror, including the
World Fantasy Award-nominated novella The
Imago Sequence, the International Horror Guild
Award-nominated Proboscis, and the neverbefore published Procession of the Black Sloth.
Together, these stories form a shocking cycle
of distorted evolution, encroaching chaos,
and ravenous insectoid hive-minds hidden
just beneath the seemingly benign surface of
the Earth. Pb $36.00 256pp
Gary A BRAUNBECK
Far Dark Fields
More than three decades ago high-school
senior Andy Leonard snapped. When he
stopped shooting, 32 people were dead,
but not Geoff Conover. Andy spared Geoff
for reasons no one ever knew. Now, tragedy
has struck again. Bruce Dyson has gone on
a murder spree, leaving nine dead. Even
though they never met, there’s only one
person Dyson will speak to - Geoff Conover.
And what he tells Geoff will shake him to his
core. With one word, Dyson will reveal that he
knows the dark truth behind the legendary
bogeyman used to terrify local children
for years, the deformed creature known as
Hoopsticks… Pb $17.95 320pp Due Aug
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Melissa De La CRUZ
Revelations
A Blue Bloods novel. Have you ever wondered
what secrets lurk behind the closed doors of
New York City’s wealthiest families? They’re
powerful, they’re famous... they’re undead.
Schuyler Van Alen’s blood legacy has just
been called into question - is she a Blue Blood,
or is it the sinister Silver Blood that runs
through her veins? When one of the Gates
of Hell is breached by Silver Bloods in Rio de
Janeiro, however, the Blue Bloods will need
Schuyler on their side. Pb $19.95 272pp Due
Aug
Georgia EVANS
Bloody Right
Gryffyth Pendragon has done his bit for the
war effort when he comes back to sleepy
Brytewood from the battlefront at Trondheim.
It cost him a leg and his chance to use his
dragon’s strength against the Nazis - or so
he thinks. Until he finds out that his little
village is facing a plague of vampire spies set
on delivering it to the Third Reich. They’ve
come up with a plan that, if they can pull it
off, might break all of Britain’s will to fight... Pb
$14.95 320pp Due Aug
John FARRIS
High Bloods
Overnight, Los Angeles found itself in the
horrifying grasp of a werewolf epidemic.
Rawson is an agent for Lycan Control and his
job is to make sure all the afflicted are found,
monitored and kept at bay the night they
change. One night, a woman changes right
in front of Rawson. And it’s not a full moon.
Battling a rising tide of Lycan rights activists
and a growing population of those who
are choosing to be Lycan over High Blood,
Rawson must carve a path to the top of the
Lycan chain before all hell breaks loose. Tp
$32.00 304pp Due Aug
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Chris Marie GREEN
The Path of Razors
Vampire Babylon #5. Dawn Madison and her
team have located a vamps’ lair at a private
girls’ school and they have the undead on the
run, but the pack is starting to realise that its
greatest threat may be from within its own
ranks. Meanwhile, Dawn finds her psychic
powers and urge to hunt growing. As unrest
rocks the Underground, Dawn begins to fall
prey to her own dark desires. Pb $32.00 336pp
Megan Kelley HALL
The Lost Sister
Sequel to Sisters of Misery. Maddie Crane
is trying to escape the grasp of The Sisters of
Misery - an insidious clique of the school’s
most powerful girls, whose pranks have set
off a chain of horrific events and who have
Maddie in their sights. Pb $19.95 272pp Due
Aug
Stephen IRWIN
The Dead Path
As a child, Nicholas found a strange talisman
near the woods close to his home. He didn’t
touch it, but felt its menacing power and
ran. His best friend, Tristram picked it up
and was later murdered. Now an adult,
Nicholas returns home – and another boy
goes missing. His murder is chillingly similar
to Tristram’s. Forced to uncover long-buried
secrets, Nicholas finds himself and those he
loves in great danger and realises that he is
linked to a hideous, enchanting nemesis who
will stop at nothing to get what she needs. Tp
$32.99 400pp
William JONES & Alexander GRIFFIN
Pallid Light: The Waking Dead
For the folks living in Temperance, Illinois
the nightmare is just beginning. When the
sky roils in luminous colours, the people of
the small town begin to die and Randall Clay
decides to escape. What he didn’t expect
was the dead to come back to life or the
nightmare that came after that. Pb $32.00
304pp Due Aug
Brian KEENE
Urban Gothic
When their car breaks down in a dangerous
neighbourhood, Kerri and her friends take
shelter in an old, dark row house. It seems
abandoned. It seems safe. But, the residents
live in the cellar and rarely come out in the
light of day. They’re far worse than anything
on the streets outside and they don’t like
intruders… Pb $17.95 336pp Due Aug
Natsuhika KYOGOKU
The Summer of the Ubume
Kyogokudo #1. Kyogokudo Chuzenji is an
exorcist with a twist - he doesn’t believe
in ghosts. To circumnavigate his clients’
inability to come to grips with a problem
being their own, he creates fake supernatural
explanations – ghosts - that he he exorcises
by way of staged rituals. Kyogokudo must
unravel the mystery of a woman who has
been pregnant for 20 months and find her
husband, who disappeared two months into
the pregnancy. And unravel he does… Pb
$36.00 320pp Due Aug
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Brandon MASSEY
Cornered
When a chance encounter brings him face
to face with the dark past he’d long since left
behind, Corey knows the threat to his life
and family could be deadly. Unpredictable,
intelligent and terrifyingly ruthless, Corey’s
stalker will settle for nothing less than
complete submission. He’ll stop at nothing
and sacrifice anyone, to get what he wants.
There’s no point in running, no chance of
hiding and no hope for Corey and his family to
escape unscathed... Pb $15.95 384pp Due Aug

Jennifer RARDIN
Another One Bites the Dust
Jaz Parks #5. I’m Jaz Parks. CIA assassin. Black
belt. Belly dancer at the Corpus Christi Winter
Festival. The last is cover for my latest mission
- retrieve a vital piece of biotechnology by
killing the maniac who stole it. He’s ChienLung, an obsessive vamp who’s invulnerable
while wearing his armour - which is
constantly. Then there are the reavers, ancient
fiends who murder innocents and eat their
souls. Only I can sense them and they want
me dead. Pb $19.99 304pp Due Aug

Deborah NOYES
The Restless Dead: Ten Original Stories of
the Supernatural
Vampire romantics, grave stalkers, prankster
devil worshippers and others in the world of
the undead are featured in a collection of 10
spooky tales for young adults. Contributing
authors include Holly Black and Marcus
Sedgwick. Pb $17.95 288pp Due Aug

Kat RICHARDSON
Vanished
Greywalker #4. When Harper digs into her
own past, she unearths some unpleasant
truths about her father’s early death as well
as a mysterious puzzle. Forced by some
very demanding vampires to take on an
investigation in London, she soon discovers
her present troubles in England are entangled
with her dark past back in Seattle and her
ultimate destiny as a Greywalker. Hb $47.00
368pp Due Aug

Nicholas PEKEARO
The Wolfman
Since being dishonourably discharged after a
tour in Vietnam, Marlowe Higgins has been in
and out of prison, moving from town to town.
Every full moon he kills someone. For years
he struggled with his affliction, until decided
to use his curse for good - he only kills bad
people. Eventually he finds a home in the
small town of Evelyn, Tennessee. Then, one
night, everything changes. The Rose Killer,
a fiendish serial killer, is brutally murdering
young women all around the county. Higgins
targets the killer as his next victim, but on the
night of the full moon, things go drastically
wrong. Pb $17.95 336pp
Edgar Allen POE (Gus GRIMLY, Illus.)
Edgar Allen Poe’s Tales of Death and
Dementia
A murder driven to the edge by the sound
of his victim’s still-beating heart. A mental
institution run by someone other than its
staff... A mysterious box aboard a ship, with
a ghastly secret... The hypnotist’s stare that,
perhaps, could paralyse even death... This
collection contains perennial Poe favourites
including The Tell-Tale Heart, The System of Dr
Tarr and Professor Fether, The Oblong Box and
The Facts in the Case of M Valdemar. Pb $39.95
144pp
Christopher RANSOM
The Birthing House
Conrad and Joanna Harrison, a young couple
from Los Angeles, buy a Victorian mansion
that once served as a haven for unwed
mothers, called a birthing house. When the
previous owner gives Conrad a photo album
that he claims belongs to the house, Conrad
is suddenly chilled to the bone when he
finds a photo in which, staring back at him
with a countenance of hatred and rage, is
the image of his wife. Thus begins a story of
possession, sexual obsession and ultimately,
murder, as a centuries-old crime is re-enacted
in the present, turning Conrad and Joanna’s
American dream into a relentless nightmare.
Pb $32.99 320pp
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Lilth SAINTCROW
Redemption Alley
Jill Kismet #3. When her police contact asks
her to look into a suicide, she suddenly finds
herself in a labyrinth of deception, drugs,
murder - and all-too-human corruption. The
cops are her allies, except for the ones who
want her dead. The hellbreed are her targets,
except for the ones who might know what’s
going on. Her city is in danger, time is running
out and each lead only draws her deeper. Pb
$17.95 320pp Due Aug
John SAUL
Faces of Fear
15-year-old Alison Shaw may not be beautiful,
but she doesn’t really care. However, Alison’s
gorgeous mother, Risa, knows that beauty
can be a key to success. When Risa marries
a widowed plastic surgeon and they move
to Bel Air, her new stepfather convinces a
reluctant Alison to undergo plastic surgery.
But when Alison discovers a picture of Peter’s
first wife, she notices a resemblance between
the image in the photo and the work her
stepfather is doing on her. Alison becomes
increasingly frightened and digs further into
her stepfather’s murky past and realises that
her worst fears are fast becoming her reality.
Pb $17.95 416pp Due Aug
Dan WELLS
I Am not a Serial Killer
John works in his family’s mortuary and has
an obsession with serial killers. He fears he
is a sociopath and has suppressed his dark
side through a strict system of rules designed
to mimic ‘normal’ behaviour. Then a demon
begins stalking his small town and killing
people one by one and John is forced to give
in to his darker nature in order to save them.
As he struggles to understand the demon
and find a way to kill it, he is faced with the
reality that he may be more monstrous than
the monster he is fighting. Pb $16.99 288pp
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MEDIA
Guy ADAMS
Torchwood: The House That Jack Built
Jackson Leaves, an
Edwardian house built
in 1906, has been left to
Rob and Julia by Rob’s
late aunt. It’s an ordinary
sort of a house, except
for the fact that the
rooms don’t stay in the
same places, there is a
strange man in the airing
cupboard, apparitions
and temporal surges - and its first owner was
Captain Jack Harkness... Hb $21.99 256pp
Troy DENNING
Abyss
Star Wars: Fate of the Jedi #3. Luke Skywalker
continues his quest to find the reasons
behind Jacen Solo’s dark downfall and to win
redemption for the Jedi Order. Hb $56.00
256pp
Joseph LIDSTER
Torchwood in the Shadows
Read by Eve Myles. Captain Jack, Gwen, Owen,
Toshiko and Ianto are caught up in the deadly
activities of a mysterious cab driver on the
streets of Cardiff... CD $29.99
Nicholas MEYER
A View From the Bridge: Memories of Star
Trek and a Life in Hollywood
An enormously entertaining account of
Nicholas Meyer’s involvement with the three
classic Star Trek films, The Wrath of Khan, The
Voyage Home and The Undiscovered Country,
as well as his illustrious career in the movie
business. Hb $54.00 272pp Due Aug
Mark MORRIS
Torchwood: Bay of the Dead
Something has sealed off Cardiff and living
corpses are stalking the streets, leaving
a trail of half-eaten bodies. Torchwood
must contend with the intangible barrier
surrounding Cardiff and some unidentified
space debris that seems to be regenerating
itself. Pb $21.95 256pp
Sarah PINBOROUGH
Torchwood: Into the Silence
The body in the church hall has been sliced
open with surgical precision, its organs
exposed and its vocal cords are gone. And
there are stories of a metallic creature hiding
in the shadows. Torchwood is on its tail, but
this new threat requires a new tactic. Ianto
Jones is joining a male voice choir... Hb $21.95
256pp
Ivan VARTANIAN
Godzilla and Friends: The Art of the
Japanese Monster
This tribute to the ‘Kaiju’ monster characters
from Japanese film and television shows
of the 1960s and 1970s, features full colour
illustrations of notable favourites from
Godzilla and Mothra to Rodan and Megaro
and contains profiles noting their strengths,
weaknesses and powers. Hb $58.00 144pp
Due Aug

NEXUS

What We’ve Been Reading
The Chronicles of Amber by Roger Zelazny (Pb $24.99).
Being the adventures of Corwin, whose family rules over
the Kingdom of Amber - the one true world in a multiverse
of infinite alternate realities. Corwin’s father, the King of
Amber, has been missing in the shadows (alternate realities
that the family can all travel between). Presumed dead,
intrigue ensues as the King’s progeny scheme against one
another, each vying for the crown. Corwin awakes in a
mental hospital in the USA with no memory of who he is or
how he came to be there… Written some 30 years ago, it’s
lost none of its punch and is still a clever, engrossing read
which I can’t put down. - Geoff
Shadows Return (Nightrunners #4) by Lynn
Flewelling (Pb $16.95). As a relative latecomer
to Nightrunners, I have become a big fan of
the series and its main heroes, Seregil and
Alec. This instalment contains Flewelling’s
darkest writing in the series to date. Still filled
with nightrunning adventures and political
intrigue, this story confronts slavery and the
dark side of Alchemy, and it also begins the
revelation of Alec’s destiny as prophesied by the Dragon
Oracle in Traitor’s Moon (Pb $22.99). A great read! – Mark
Sebastian (Landscapes of Ephemera #1) by Anne Bishop (Pb
$20.95). As the title suggests, this book follows the life of
the half-blood incubus, Sebastian. The story shifts between
Sebastian and other key characters, as the ‘Eater of the
World’ is unleashed among them all. Linked to the only
person who can defeat this great evil, Sebastian is thrown
into the battle between good and evil as the bait. Not too
different from the Back Jewel Trilogy, but still a really good
read - especially if you’re an Anne Bishop fan. - Chrissi
Paul of Dune by Brian Herbert and Kevin J Anderson (Pb
$21.95). This latest novel in the Dune series takes us way
back to the heart of it all. Set between Dune and Dune
Messiah, it deftly weaves between two plot lines: the first
dealing with Paul’s reactions to the galactic jihad he has
created; the second going back to Paul’s formative years and
his relationship with his father, the honourable Duke Leto
Atreides. Keep an eye out for the next book, Winds of Dune,
due in August! - Matt
You Slay Me by Katie MacAlister (Pb $16.95). I *love*
humorous Paranormal Romance and Katie creates a brilliant
blend of naughty, demonic and fun-romp in this instalment!
Although she can sometimes be a bit hit-and-miss, the
entire Aisling Grey series is a really good ride from start to
finish, especially whilst eating a Cherry Ripe... Guilty fun!
This is definitely one of my favourite titles to re-read! - Sofia

COMPETITION

WIN

To win an advance copy of Fire by Kristin Cashore, name the heroine of
Graceling. Mail, fax or email (competition@galaxybooks.com.au) your answer
along with your name and address.
Entry closes 16 Aug. Entry open to Galaxy Cardholders only.

Congratulations…
to Sara Clyne & Matthew Tobin.
Last month’s competition winners both recieve a copy each of
Valor’s Trial by Tanya Huff
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DELIVERY

Anywhere in Australia
Items Ordered
Total Delivery Cost
1-5
$6.50
6+
FREE

GALAXY CARD

If you are a regular book buyer, ask for a Galaxy
card so your purchases go towards earning you
Reward Dollars, which can be used to purchase
items from us and are issued every 6 months.
Purchase Over*
Reward $$$
$300
20
$400
25
$500
35
$600
45
$700
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$800
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$900
75
$1000
$10 for every $100 spent
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Available in any denomination, with
no expiry date. Redeemable at Galaxy Bookshop,
Abbey’s Bookshop and Language Book Centre

PARKING

Spend $50 or more at Galaxy Bookshop, Abbey’s
Bookshop or Language Book Centre, present your
QVB parking ticket and receive a $5 parking voucher

